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Ensign’s report 1st July 2015
When I did a search on the Internet
recently for a prop shaft seal, this fellow turned up! Apparently related
to the Australian roof seal, he likes to hang around prop shafts.

Escaping steam
Tom’s steam outboard launch got away recently without anyone at the helm, and Peter’s steam boat is seen attempting to
round it up.

HMS Warspite
Congratulations to Bruce for completing his ten-year build
of the RN Queen Elizabeth class battleship Warspite, with its
steel hull and twin steam turbine power plant, driving all four
shafts through two gearboxes. All completely scratch-built,
right down to the grub screws in the drive couplings!

Radio control - at a price
The advertisement above appeared in the October 1949 issue
of Model Ships and Power Boats magazine. It uses the old trick
of quoting the price in guineas to make it seem less horrifying. 12.5 guineas, equating to 13 pounds 2 shillings and 6
pence by my reckoning was about 3-4 weeks’ wages for most
people at the time, and you still had to buy the expensive high
and low voltage batteries, and probably other gear, to make it
work - hence the offer of hire purchase (easy payments).
Today, 3-4 weeks’ average wage is around $4400-$5900, yet
you can buy a far superior multi-channel proportional radio
control outfit for say $44 to $59, indicative of the cost of
radio control having decreased by a factor of 100! Good old
days, anyone?

HMS Nelson
The Royal Navy’s
two “Treaty” battleships, Nelson
and Rodney, certainly presented
an odd appearance from some
angles, having
their main armament concentrated forward.
But not so in
this shot, which
shows Vince’s
model of the
Nelson at its impressive best.

